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Abstract. Glacial bedforms’ heights, H, and volumes, V , likely preserve6

important information about the behaviour of former ice sheets. However,7

large systematic errors exist in the measurement of H and V . Three semi-8

automated methods to isolate drumlins from other components of the land-9

scape (e.g., trees, hills) as portrayed by NEXTMap have recently been de-10

vised, however it is unclear which is most accurate. This paper undertakes11

the first quantitative comparison of such readily implementable methods, il-12

lustrating the use of statistically representative ‘synthetic landscapes’ as a13

diagnostic tool. From this analysis, guidelines for quantifying the 3D attributes14

of drumlins are proposed. Specifically, to avoid obtaining incorrect estimates15

caused by substantial systematic biases, interpreters should currently take16

three steps; declutter the DEM for estimating H but not for V , remove height17

data within the drumlin, then interpolate across the resultant hole to esti-18

mate a basal surface using Delaunay triangulation. Results are demonstrated19

through analysis of drumlins in an area in western Central Scotland. The guid-20

ance arguably represents the best current advice for subglacial bedforms in21

general, highlighting the need for more studies into the quality of mapped22

data using synthetic landscapes.23

Key words: Subglacial, Drumlin, Bedform, DEM, Quantification24
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1. Introduction

Subglacial bedforms are a group of landforms created by ice-water-sediment interaction25

at the interface between glaciers and the terrain underneath [e.g., Benn and Evans , 2010].26

They are often assigned to one of four categories based on their size and shape: (i) flutes27

[e.g., Boulton, 1976], (ii) drumlins [e.g., Menzies , 1979], (iii) ribbed moraine [Hättestrand28

and Kleman, 1999] and (iv) mega-scale glacial lineations (MSGL) [Clark , 1993].29

The location and shape (e.g., length L, width W ) of bedforms gives information about30

the kinematics and dynamics [e.g., Prest and Grant , 1968; Ó Cofaigh et al., 2005; Bradwell31

et al., 2008; Hubbard et al., 2009], and possibly even mechanics [e.g., Hindmarsh, 1998;32

Dunlop et al., 2008; Chapwanya et al., 2011], of past ice flow. Subglacial bedform length,33

L, for instance, may be related to ice velocity [e.g., Clark , 1993; Hart , 1999; Stokes and34

Clark , 2002], and elongation ratio (i.e., L/W ) may reflect the influence of bedrock on35

bedform genesis [e.g., Phillips et al., 2010].36

Height, H, is less often quantified and interpreted, but it has been used to distinguish37

ice flows of different ages [e.g., Hättestrand et al., 2004] and its frequency distribution may38

be evidence that bedform growth is governed by processes or boundary conditions that39

are fundamentally stochastic (i.e., random in time) [Hillier et al., 2013]. More directly, H40

has been analytically linked to the thermo-mechanical processes and physical properties41

(e.g., till rheology, ice velocity) of ice-sediment interaction within models of bedform42

creation; the ‘till instability’ model [Hindmarsh, 1998; Fowler , 2000] creates increasing43

relief mechanically, whilst Hooke and Medford [2013] employ a thermal driver to generate44

the feedbacks necessary for unstable growth. Qualitatively, but more broadly, and by45
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analogy with other bedforms (e.g., fluvial) [e.g., van der Mark et al., 2008; Coleman46

and Nikora, 2011], this work fits into a context of long-standing speculation that glacial47

bedform sizes vary with flow conditions and sediment flux [Rose and Letzer , 1977].48

Volume, V , is much less used due to the historical lack of data at a sufficient spatial49

resolution [e.g., Evans , 1987]. Despite this, Rose [1989] was able to quantity volumes of50

sediment and, in combination with known dates, to estimate sediment flux, whilst Shaw51

et al. [1989] used volume to estimate potential meltwater quantity. Even so, it may be52

under-exploited. V is regarded as an important tool for understanding aeolian dunes where53

it is used to assess fluid flow (i.e., wind patterns), sediment behaviour (i.e., availability54

and flux) and wider flow regieme (i.e., climate) [see e.g., Grohmann and Sawakuchi , 2013].55

So bedforms’ heights and volumes likely preserve important information about different56

aspects of flow in former ice sheets.57

This said, post-formational processes may have changed apparent sizes [e.g., Hillier58

et al., 2013]; for example, post-glacial sedimentation potentially reduces estimates of59

volume [Finlayson, 2013] and height [e.g., Boyce and Eyles , 1991; Smith et al., 2006;60

Korkalainen et al., 2007; Spagnolo et al., 2012]. Care should also be exercised when inter-61

preting volume derived from surface expression alone as bedforms such as drumlins may62

have pre-existing (e.g., bedrock) cores, and thus a complex undulating base to the till63

layer [e.g., Gluckert , 1973; Ó Cofaigh et al., 2002; Stokes et al., 2011]. So, a drumlin’s64

apparent height and volume may not all be due to till, and further information may be65

required when making some inferences about sub-glacial processes. Finally, significant66

random and, importantly, systematic errors exist in observations of H and V measured67
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from digital elevation models (DEMs) [Hillier and Smith, 2012], hindering insights into68

physical processes that could be provided by subglacial bedforms.69

Techniques to quantify the the height and volume of glacial bedforms must use DEM70

representations of landscapes. Predominantly, such DEMs contain not only the upper71

surfaces of these bedforms, but also anthropogenic ‘clutter’ and other signatures whose72

origin is not related to ice flow. A procedure for the isolation of height related to distinctly73

identifiable landforms, like subglacial bedforms, is ‘regional-residual separation’ (RRS)74

[e.g., Wessel , 1998; Hillier and Watts , 2004; Hillier and Smith, 2008, 2012; Spagnolo75

et al., 2012]. This estimates the upper and basal surfaces of landforms, then, from the76

difference between these two (non-planar) surfaces, in conjunction with the outlines, H77

and V can be calculated. Currently for glacial bedforms these techniques contain manual78

and automated stages, and are generally termed ‘semi-automated’. A number of different79

semi-automated methods have recently been used to isolate drumlins [Smith et al., 2009;80

Spagnolo et al., 2011; Hillier and Smith, 2012], however they make different methodological81

choices and it is unclear which is most accurate and least affected by systematic biases.82

Hillier and Smith [2012] created ‘synthetic landscapes’, comprising idealised drumlins83

placed within a real DEM. These landscapes are statistically representative of the real84

landscape, at least with respect to the extraction of H and V using semi-automated85

methods. This allows an ‘objective’ (i.e., quantitative and reproducible) assessment of86

errors in measurement as retrieved values can be compared to the a priori known values.87

Synthetics thus enable an objective comparison of quantification techniques and whilst88

Hillier and Smith [2012] assessed the effect of altering one parameter in one method,89
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they did not address three basic decisions that are made implicitly or explicitly whenever90

performing the RRS necessary to quantify the 3D properties of drumlins:91

1. Is the removal of clutter in a DEM necessary when estimating H and V ? If so, how92

should this be performed?93

2. To accurately predict basal surfaces, should elevations within mapped outlines be94

discarded in a ‘cookie cutter’ [Smith et al., 2009] style?95

3. Which interpolation or extrapolation method best predicts bedforms’ basal surfaces?96

This work addresses these three questions, with the aim of providing practical recom-97

mendations for those mapping and quantifying drumlins. This is done through using the98

synthetic DEMs of Hillier and Smith [2012] to objectively assess the automated part of99

RSS procedures for quantifying H and V . RRS and procedures to be evaluated are ex-100

plained in Section 2. The synthetic DEMs are of a study area in central Scotland, which101

is described in Section 3 along with a summary of how they were created, followed by102

a description of the research design used in this study to determine the most accurate103

quantification technique. Section 4 presents results, with discussion in Section 5 where104

recommendations about the best approach to use are made. Through using synthetic105

DEMs to conduct similar analyses it is hoped that observations clearly reflecting physical106

processes can be made for drumlins across the globe and insights gained into their genesis.107

2. Regional Residual Separation

The computation of an underlying ‘regional’ surface, historically larger-scale and cal-108

culated first [see e.g., Wren, 1973; Wessel , 1998], is subtracted to leave a ‘residual’ layer.109

Typically, the residual layer is intended to represent height related to a physical pro-110
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cess, such as glacial bedforms, and regional-residual separation (RRS) may be repeated111

to distinguish a number of layers [e.g., Hillier and Watts , 2005]. Calculation of H and112

V , where digital outlines are available for drumlins, requires definition of the upper and113

basal surfaces and the final quantification from the two surfaces; this study is concerned114

with the efficacy of the RRS techniques in defining the surfaces. In this work two RRS115

stages are involved: (1) removal of noise through filtering to ‘declutter’ the landscape116

estimating the upper surface, and (2) approximation of the basal surface of the drumlin.117

Decluttering is of interest across a range of disciplines [e.g., Sithole and Vosselman, 2004],118

and is itself an aspect of ‘improving’ raw digitial elevation data for morphological analysis119

[see e.g., Milledge et al., 2009]. In previous studies decluttering has been neglected for120

simplicity [Smith et al., 2009], or because it is found to introduce significant artefacts, but121

a choice about it is always made even if this is implicit. The following sections outline the122

methods for decluttering, methods for estimating basal surfaces, and an overview of the123

combinations selected for the three published methods applied to drumlins which, along124

with some other possibilities, are evaluated here.125

2.1. Decluttering

Within a DEM, H can be described at any location (x, y) as the sum of n components

(Eq. 1) [e.g., Nettleton, 1954; Wren, 1973; Wessel , 1998; Hillier and Smith, 2008]:

HDEM = H1 +H2 + ........Hn (1)

For the purpose of studying drumlins, the simplest approximation is the division of topog-126

raphy into three components: (1) ‘noise’ or surface clutter; these are small-scale height127

variations not genetically related to drumlin formation (e.g., trees, anthropogenic infras-128
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tructure); (2) ‘drumlins’ refers to the subglacial bedforms of interest and (3) ‘hills’ is129

shorthand for more regional topographic trends that are not drumlins. Heights may be130

then described by Eq. 2.131

HDEM = Hnoise +Hdrumlins +Hhills (2)

Decluttering is filtering applied to a measured DEM to reveal the level of the ‘bare earth’132

through the removal Hnoise. In decluttering, the exact methods employed and definitions133

of which features should remain vary according to the data type being processed and134

proposed use of the output. Commonly, the terms digital surface model (DSM) and135

digital terrain model (DTM) are used to refer to DEMs before and after decluttering. A136

significant literature exists on decluttering including statistical, object-based, and multi-137

scale approaches [see e.g., Sithole and Vosselman, 2004; Bartels and Hong , 2010]. Extant138

methods are generally noted as less effective in hilly areas and there has been no explicit139

evaluation as to their performance for topographically subtle glacial landforms in this140

terrain.141

Two main options are currently available to glacial geomorphologists interested in de-142

cluttering DEMs:143

1. Do not declutter [e.g., Livingstone et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2009];144

2. Use a simple filter [Hillier and Smith, 2012], which can be consistently applied to145

any DSM data;146

In addition, for NEXTMap a proprietary decluttering algorithm [Wang et al., 2001]147

has been applied to their DTM product [e.g., Spagnolo et al., 2011]. Fig. 1 highlights148

the distortions caused to the height and width of drumlins by NEXTMap’s decluttering149
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(Fig. 1b; grey line). Note that simple sliding window filters (e.g., median) can produce150

results similar to NEXTMap’s DTM; a range of filter widths were tested, and the 110 m151

wide median that was found to minimise the average absolute vertical height difference152

between its output and the NEXTMap’s DTM (dashed grey line).153

2.2. Basal surface estimation

Height data within and around a drumlin may be used to calculate a basal surface,154

estimating the ground level were that feature not to exist. Early techniques to estimate155

regional surfaces underlying landforms of positive relief include frequency domain filters156

[e.g., Watts and Daly , 1981; Cazenave et al., 1986] and statistics within a sliding window157

of stated width that moves across the DEM, specifically convolutions such as the mean158

[e.g., Watts , 1976] and Gaussian-weighted average [e.g., McKenzie et al., 1980]. These159

were computationally efficient, and therefore possible, but in effect distributed height160

from the raised landforms rather than removing it detrimentally affecting the suitability161

of the output ‘regional’ surface as an estimator of an underlying basal surface [e.g., Smith,162

1990; Hillier and Watts , 2004]. Windows returning the lowest [e.g., Cobby et al., 2001;163

Hillier et al., 2007], or the more statistically ‘robust’ [Box , 1953] median and mode [e.g.,164

Smith, 1990; Levitt and Sandwell , 1996; Crosby et al., 2006; Kim and Wessel , 2008] were165

therefore employed. The robust windowed filters operate better even where landforms166

are densely packed in space, effectively ignoring landforms as statistical outliers giving a167

basal surface much less biased by them [Smith, 1990]. The main limitation of these is that168

landforms vary in size, whilst a single window width must be selected. More sophisticated169

multi-scale techniques [e.g., Sithole and Vosselman, 2004], some of which automatically170

identify landforms [Behn et al., 2004; Hillier and Watts , 2004; Hillier , 2008], now exist171
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but have not yet been applied to drumlins. An overview of the possibilities can be gained172

through a combination of summaries in Wessel [1998], Sithole and Vosselman [2004], and173

Hillier [2011].174

The techniques noted above require no manual intervention. Recent, ‘cookie-cutter’175

style semi-automated techniques are distinguished by their use of manually digitised out-176

lines, within which data are removed. This allows interpolation techniques such as bi-cubic177

splines [e.g., Smith and Wessel , 1990; Smith et al., 2009] and Delaunay triangulation [e.g.,178

Watson, 1982; Shewchuk , 1996; Wessel and Smith, 1998], which by definition fill holes in179

data, to also be used to estimate the basal surface within drumlins. These interpolations180

rely almost entirely upon data immediately outside each drumlin’s outline, and thus are181

more prone to some errors than sliding window filters that estimate typical values for a182

regional trend from a wider spatial area (see e.g., Fig. 11b of Smith et al. [2009]).183

2.3. Published Approaches

Three approaches have been published to perform regional-residual separations as the184

basis for isolating drumlins. Each makes different choices regarding the three main de-185

cisions in performing the RRS: decluttering, use of a cookie-cutter approach, and basal186

surface estimation.187

Smith et al. [2009] do not declutter, they pioneer the cookie-cutter approach, and use a188

fully tensioned (i.e., t = 1) bi-cubic spline to estimate basal surfaces. Spagnolo et al. [2011]189

use NEXTMap’s DTM implicitly accepting their decluttering algorithm, use the cookie-190

cutter, and use Delaunay triangulation to estimate basal surfaces. Hillier and Smith191

[2012] declutter with a 60 m wide sliding window median filter, do not use a cookie-cutter192

approach, and estimate basal surfaces with a 500 m wide median filter. NEXTMap’s193
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decluttering may be superior to simple methods [e.g., Hillier and Smith, 2012], but is194

imperfect (Fig. 1b) and due to its proprietary nature cannot be reproduced and tested.195

By not using manual mapping in the RRS, only using it to calculate H and V from the196

surfaces (Section 3.3.2), Hillier and Smith [2012] minimise sensitivity to the subjective197

mapping. This may be beneficial if mapping is uncertain, or detrimental because it does198

not fully exploit the information imparted by expert mappers (see Fig. 1b, or Fig. 4 of199

Hillier and Smith [2012]).200

3. Methodology

3.1. Study Area

The 13 x 8 km study area (Fig. 2) is located in the western part of central Scotland201

and identical to that examined in a number of previous studies [Smith et al., 2006, 2009;202

Clark et al., 2009; Evans , 2012; Hillier and Smith, 2012]. It contains a variety of glacial203

landforms (see Fig. 5a of Smith et al. [2006]), 184 of which were interpreted as drumlins204

by Smith et al. [2009] . The landforms are Younger Dryas (YD) [ended ∼11.7 ka] and205

Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) [ended ∼14.5 ka] in age [Smith et al., 2006; Rose and206

Smith, 2008]; ice flow trended approximately towards the East and South in both the207

LGM [Sissons , 1967] and the YD [Rose, 1987].208

Drumlins range from prominent (i.e., ∼25% over 10 m tall) to subtle (i.e., 1-2 m) [Hillier209

and Smith, 2012], with broader-scale terrain ranging from hilly to flat in the lower Endrick210

and Blane valleys. Newer YD age landforms are sharply bounded, whilst LGM features211

have aprons of mass wastage deposits around their lower slopes [Smith et al., 2006]. Non-212

glacial clutter, such as trees and anthropogenic infrastructure, vary in their width-scale213
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and spatial density [e.g., Smith et al., 2006]. All of these may impact upon drumlin214

mapping and measurement.215

The drumlins shown (Fig. 2b) were digitised from the NEXTMap DSM and quantita-216

tively compared to field mapping in Smith et al. [2006]. A combination of gradient, two217

orthogonal relief-shaded images, and local contrast visualisations, considered ‘optimal’218

[Smith and Clark , 2005], were used in the digitisation to minimise bias in the orientations219

of the drumlins [Smith and Wise, 2007]. These mapped forms were used to create synthetic220

landscapes by Hillier and Smith [2012]. Note that alternative drumlin maps exist (e.g.,221

Fig. 1a), but assessing potential errors in the manual mapping part of semi-automated222

procedures is beyond the scope of this study.223

3.2. Synthetic DEMs

The synthetic DEMs of Hillier and Smith [2012] are used in this study. These are224

based upon mapping [Smith et al., 2006] and manipulation of NEXTMap’s DSM (e.g.,225

Fig. 1). NEXTMap is a single-pass interferometric synthetic aperture radar (IfSAR)226

product presented at a 5 m spatial resolution, with a vertical accuracy estimated as 0.5–1227

m [Intermap, 2004]. Consequently, the synthetic DEMs are gridded at 5 m.228

Figure 3 illustrates the method used to create the synthetic DEMs; Hillier and Smith229

[2012] proposed a two stage method. In stage one the original drumlins are removed230

(Fig. 3a) and quantified (i.e., H,W ,L) and in stage two, drumlins of these same known231

properties, Hin and Vin, are inserted into the synthetic DEM (Fig. 3b). The 10 DEMs232

used in this paper were created using Method 2 of Hillier and Smith [2012] because they233

are a close match to the real data (i.e., their volume errors are very close to those of the234
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real landscape). There are 173 synthetic drumlins in each synthetic landscape; 1730 in235

total.236

To allow a better appreciation of the strengths and potential weaknesses of the method237

that Hillier and Smith [2012] used to create synthetic DEMs, the remainder of this section238

briefly reviews the primary issues involved. Difficulties stem from not being able to a priori239

perfectly isolate drumlins in a complex landscape. In particular, (1) artefacts will remain240

after drumlins have been removed, and (2) their real sizes and shapes are not known.241

How exactly then is it possible to create a realistic, statistically representative synthetic242

DEM?243

In order to address the artefacts issue Hillier and Smith [2012] utilised their qualitative244

observation that non-glacial features, which are causing the mapping problems, appear245

to be located randomly with respect to the drumlins. Drumlins in other spatial con-246

figurations that are randomly repositioned with respect to non-glacial features can then247

be imagined (and later checked) to have the same measurement error characteristics as248

the real landscape. This precludes systematic biases due to the synthetic drumlins being249

co-located with the artefacts, and allows multiple (e.g., 10) realisations so that random250

effects cancel in order to reveal a clear sense of the errors.251

Unknown real sizes do not preclude some analyses; for instance, to evaluate errors for a252

drumlin of a particular size (e.g., H= 10 m, W= 200 m, L= 400 m) these may simply be253

inserted into a synthetic DEM. Hillier and Smith [2012] create more realistic synthetics254

by selecting a semi-automated technique to produce first estimates of the sizes. Clearly,255

the selection of one semi-automated method in creating the synthetics introduces the pos-256

sibility of circularity; by putting in drumlins this method has found, the method may then257
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be favoured. So, several steps were taken to ensure that no signature of procedures used,258

such as a preferred filter width (see Section 2), entered the synthetic DEMs. Firstly, W259

and L of the synthetic drumlins are those derived from the original manually determined260

outlines [Smith et al., 2009] and are entirely uninfluenced by the automated aspects of261

techniques being assessed here. Secondly, an idealised 2D Gaussian shape was verified as262

representative then used for the synthetic drumlins. So, morphological signatures cannot263

be passed from the automated filter to the synthetic DEM. Thirdly, estimated Hdrumlin264

was only removed inside the outlines of Smith et al. [2009], which are not spatially coin-265

cident with the synthetic drumlins. This, to a large extent, preserves the roughness and266

frequency domain characteristics of the original landscape.267

The ultimate test of the synthetics designed for the purposes of Hillier and Smith268

[2012] and this paper is that they are statistically representative of the real landscape, at269

least for the extraction of drumlins’ H and V by semi-automated methods. Without a270

priori knowledge of the real drumlins’ sizes their recovered sizes, Hr and Vr, provide the271

strongest test of the synthetic DEMs. Recovered size-frequency distributions for the real272

and synthetic drumlins match well. The simplest explanation for this is that the synthetic273

DEMs and drumlins well represent those digitised in Smith et al. [2006]. If there is an error274

in the synthetic DEMs that causes a systematic bias during semi-automated extraction,275

it must be cancelled by an equal and opposite effect to achieve the match.276

3.3. Research Design

The aim of this paper is to establish how to achieve the most accurate results in respect277

of three aspects of the regional-residual separations that are the core of 3D quantifica-278

tions of H and V for drumlins. To do this combinations of the choices in steps 1 and279
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2 of the following computational sequence were analysed. Manual mapping and other280

computational stages are taken as fixed. In each analysis, the sequence is:281

1. Declutter;282

2. Estimate basal surface, with or without an initial cookie-cutter step;283

3. Quantify H and V values from each drumlin’s outline, upper surface and lower284

surface (Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2);285

4. Estimate errors, εH and εV (Section 3.3.3).286

Given that there are 3 decluttering options, an option to use the cookie-cutter approach,287

and at least 9 simple basal surface techniques (noted in Section 2.2) most of which have288

a variable parameter (e.g., window width), a large number of combinations are possi-289

ble. Specifically, using only coarse steps for the variable parameters and selecting only290

5 surface estimation methods (i.e., Table 1) 780 combinations exist, which would require291

the quantification of ∼1.35 million synthetic drumlins. A more efficient approach was292

therefore chosen.293

Thirteen numerical ‘experiments’ (E1 to E13) (Table 1) were designed to explore the294

possibilities within 83 variations, computing errors for 143,590 synthetic drumlins. The295

single-valued unbiased metric, ε, necessary to compare errors between the variants is296

presented in Section 3.3.3, and the rationale for the experimental sequence is in Section297

3.3.4.298

3.3.1. Basal surface estimation299

Introducing a cookie-cutter approach to regional-residual separation can cause compu-300

tational problems if mapped drumlins are touching or in very close proximity [Smith et al.,301

2009] (e.g., Fig. 4). Specifically, how is it possible to extrapolate a basal surface across a302
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drumlin when no data remains on one side of it? To avoid such issues, a rectangular subset303

of data is selected for each synthetic drumlin D, starting from the complete DEM each304

time. This is performed for all analyses. Then, for cookie-cutter variants, data within305

drumlins (D and d) are deleted, but restored within a 20 m buffer zone B2 [Smith et al.,306

2009] outside the drumlin being quantified (Fig. 4). A buffer zone B1 is a rectangular307

buffer set to be bigger than B2, and is always extended to half the width of any windowed308

filter used to avoid edge effects.309

3.3.2. Measure of H and V used310

A variety of possible ways exist to calculate H and V from any given outline and pair311

of upper and lower surfaces bounding Hdrumlin [e.g., Hättestrand et al., 2004; Spagnolo312

et al., 2011; Hillier and Smith, 2012]. Here, consistent with the process used to create313

the synthetic DEMs (Section 3.2), V is the volume between a drumlin’s upper and basal314

surfaces within its outline, and H is the maximum vertical distance between the two315

surfaces [e.g., Smith et al., 2009; Hillier and Smith, 2012]. Height could be corrected for316

the steepness of the underlying slope α as H cos(α) [Spagnolo et al., 2012], but the effect317

is relatively minor in this area [Hillier and Smith, 2012].318

3.3.3. Error metric (ε)319

Numerical searches for optimal parameters or sets of choices require a single metric for320

comparison. Errors for H and V , εH and εV , are treated in separate searches because,321

as discussed later, they behave differently. In this study ‘optimal’ is defined as most322

accurate, namely the RRS variant for which recovered values, Hr and Vr, are closest to323

input ones, Hin and Vin. No metric can ever uniquely claim to be ‘best’ [e.g., Stein and324

Stein, 1992; Hillier and Watts , 2005; Goutorbe, 2010], therefore those ones selected should325
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reflect the aims of the study. The potential for ambiguity is illustrated by individual errors326

(i.e., Vr/Vin) plotted as a histogram for the 1730 synthetic drumlins assessed for the RRS327

method of Smith et al. [2009] and its equivalent including decluttering (Fig. 5b,d). The328

data contain some extreme outliers so measures that are statistically ‘robust’ [e.g., Box ,329

1953], namely insentitive to outliers, such as the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD)330

behave differently from standard error metrics such as root mean square error or standard331

deviation [e.g., Stein and Stein, 1992; Fisher and Tate, 2006]. Decluttering reduces the332

standard deviation (i.e., ±2σ) of the errors, but increases the MAD in line with a visually333

detectable deterioration in performance334

This study’s primary aims are firstly to select an RRS technique which extracts the335

majority of drumlins well, centring the modal peak of the Vr/Vin frequency distribution336

on 1.0, and secondly to give equal weight to both large and small drumlins even when the337

latter are much more common. The first is self explanatory. The second is particularly338

necessary since some filters involve a choice of scale, and could therefore potentially better339

select drumlins of a certain size. Since there are many small drumlins, an RRS variant340

dealing with these well at the expense of large ones could appear to be performing well341

whilst introducing systematic size-related distortions in recovered frequency distributions.342

Using a mean Vr/Vin close to 1.0 to select a best windowed filter, for instance, distorts343

the size-frequency distribution as the metric is dominated by the impact on the more344

numerous small drumlins (Fig. 6a). Since the shape of size-frequency distributions may345

be a key indicator of ice flow behaviour [Hillier et al., 2013], such distortions are not346

desirable.347
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The metric used is based on εij, which is error ε for drumlin i in synthetic DEM j. ε

is the difference between a quantity of known value in the synthetic DEM, Xin, and the

value it is recovered as, Xr, (e.g., Fig. 5) expressed as a fraction (Eq. 3).

ε = |1− (Xr/Xin)| (3)

In equation 3X is either height, H, or volume, V . This gives values near zero for recovered348

sizes Xr close to input ‘correct’ ones Xin. εij values are then combined into a single error349

metric for each of height or volume, εH or εV . An arithmetic mean, ε̄ij, is simple but350

would not produce results consistent with this study’s aims for reasons stated above (see351

Fig. 6a). So εH and εV were calculated through a three-stage process:352

1. For each DEM, εij were placed into bins of width 50 m according to that drumlin’s353

length, L, and the median for each calculated. This gives size classes equal weight however354

many measurements populate the class, giving equal weight to small and large drumlins.355

Bins start from 0 m i.e., the first bin was L= 0-50 m;356

2. Take the mean of these to create a single error value for each DEM;357

3. Combine DEMs by taking the median of the values for the individual DEMs.358

3.3.4. Experiments359

The thirteen numerical experiments (E1 to E13) noted above were designed to more360

efficiently explore and compare the parameter space of the wide range of methods, options361

and parameters in the regional-residual separations. Each experiment deals with one362

choice combination, and allows the user-defined parameter to vary. The first method363

proposed for drumlins [i.e., Smith et al., 2009] was used as a baseline [EB] for comparison,364
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E1 to E12 explore paths of variation away from it, and E13 is simply a verification that365

programming errors (e.g., truncating floating point variables) are small.366

The first experiments, E1 to E5, explore RRS techniques to estimate basal surfaces,367

but without decluttering. The experiments compare a variety of simple windowed filters368

(i.e., mean, median, lowest) [e.g., Cobby et al., 2001; Hillier and Smith, 2012] to interpo-369

lation schemes recently used upon drumlins (i.e., spline, triangulation) [e.g., Smith et al.,370

2009; Spagnolo et al., 2011]. E6 assesses the cookie-cutter approach by examining the371

most accurate method from E1 to E5 that can be implemented with or without it. The372

later experiments, E7 to E9, are to verify that the relative efficacy of the quantification373

techniques remained the same in conjunction with ‘simple’ decluttering using a 60 m wide374

median filter; this decluttering was seen to preform adequately under visual inspection375

[Hillier and Smith, 2012]. To put the efficacy of decluttering methods into context E10376

represents ‘perfect’ decluttering, containing errors only due to the geometry of the un-377

derlying larger-scale trends. This is achieved by applying a method as in EB to a DEM378

containing no clutter, only Hdrumlins and Hhills estimated by a 500 m wide sliding median379

filter as is visually determined in Hillier and Smith [2012]. Finally E11 and E12 probe380

further into decluttering, ensuring that conclusions do not rest on the subjective choice381

of a filter width of 60 m.382

Directly testing the decluttering of NEXTMap is not possible as the algorithm is propri-383

etary and sufficient detail to reproduce the work is not given. Simply using the difference384

between NEXTMap’s DTM and DSM is not appropriate because distortions caused by385

decluttering must spatially correlate with the synthetic drumlins. As discussed later (Sec-386
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tion 5.1), however, strong constraints are possible by establishing an analogy with the387

closest simple decluttering technique.388

4. Results

Results are presented in two distinct stages. In the first, the output of two RRS choice389

combinations are described in detail. The comparison is between the approach of Smith390

et al. [2009], which does not use decluttering, and an equivalent with it. This serves to391

illustrate the shape and character of the distribution of errors for individual drumlins,392

again demonstrating a need for the error metric ε. It also establishes that decluttering393

substantially affects results, and so must form part of the analysis in this paper. This394

was previously suggested, but not known. Lastly, it re-emphasises that commonly used395

[e.g., Smith et al., 2009; Clark , 2010;MacLachlan and Eyles , 2013], if arguably sub-optimal396

[Hillier et al., 2013], metrics of measured populations (e.g., the mean) can be substantively397

affected by choices made during 3D quantification. Then, in the second stage, results of398

the series of experiments (E1 to E12) (Table 1) to find the ‘best’ approach are reported,399

and lastly those for the best method described in detail.400

Note that ε values closer to 0 reflect lower amounts of error, whilst ratios of recovered401

values to actual ones near 1 (e.g., Fig. 5) do the same. It is also necessary to distinguish402

metrics calculated for groups of mapped features as any geomorphologist might (e.g.,403

mean H for 173 drumlins) and accuracy information for individual recoveries (e.g., bias404

and spread) made possible by the use of synthetics that give insight into these.405
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4.1. Detailed initial comparison

Figs. 5a and b show the H and V recoveries of individual drumlins for the method of406

Smith et al. [2009] (EB). In both, the modal peak indicates some tendency to recover407

sizes correctly, but with considerable scatter. The nature of this scatter is important in408

that input mean volume, V̄in, of 1.14× 105 m3 is recovered accurately using 173 drumlins409

at 1.09± 0.06× 105 m3(2σ) since individual errors are random. In contrast, mean input410

H, H̄in, of 6.6 m is not recovered accurately at 11.7± 0.4 m 2σ (Fig. 7a) since individual411

errors are systematically and heavily positively skewed. εH is 0.863 and εV is 0.263. Figs.412

5c and d show recoveries using a method identical apart from that it includes decluttering,413

which significantly affects the distributions of individual errors. Note that the spikes of414

values at zero, particularly present in small drumlins, are not artefacts of programming415

errors. They are due to the height attributed to small, thin drumlins placed in flat areas416

being removed as clutter by the 60 m wide median filter used. This width may not be417

optimal, but was found satisfactory in a visual investigation of filter widths and types418

in this study area by Hillier and Smith [2012]. Even this subjective approach, however,419

improves εH dramatically to 0.329. Mean height of the population of 173 drumlins is420

much better recovered at 6.8±0.2 m (2σ) (Fig. 7a) because individual Hr/Hin values are421

more symmetrically distributed around correct recovery at 1.0; i.e., errors become largely422

random (Fig. 5a,c). Decluttering, however, introduces a systematic bias into recovered423

mean V for 173 drumlins, underestimating it at 0.98± 0.05× 105 m3(2σ), driven by small424

drumlins. This size-related effect, a bias driven by small drumlins (Fig. 5d), further425

clarifies why ε is used in order to maximise the number of Hr/Hin values near 1.0 whilst426

giving equal weight to each size class of drumlin.427
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4.2. Experiments

Fig. 8 shows results for a variety of methodological combinations investigated for their428

ability to recover sizes (Hr, Vr).429

E1 varies spline tension, but does not improve results significantly, changing εH little430

from EB and with εV of 0.243 at best as compared to 0.263 of EB. The benefit of431

using a tensioned spline for calculating volumes, however, as documented by Hillier and432

Smith [2012], is captured. Delaunay triangulation in E2 reduces εV more, to 0.192, and433

it is comparable to the best methods for εH . Similar to tensioned splines, triangulation434

creates a surface linking heights immediately outside drumlins by a direct path. E3 and435

E4 reflect an artefact, discussed below. Thus initial indications are that, if interpolating,436

techniques approximating a highly tensioned rubber sheet stretching across the hole are437

best.438

Still without decluttering, E3 to E6 explore the possibilities of sliding window filters.439

By considering heights from further outside a drumlin they may, for instance, deal better440

with trees on the boundary, a problem identified by Smith et al. [2009]. Windowed ‘sliding441

median’ filters, E3, which do not require heights within drumlins to be removed, attain442

a minimum εV of 0.415 at a best width of 420 m. This is a little better than similar443

filters based on the mean in E4. Where drumlins’ widths are typically ≤300 m [Fig. 8444

of Hillier and Smith, 2012] these are reasonable width scales across which to determine445

the basal surfaces, but Fig. 1b illustrates how errors may still result. In contrast, the446

filter estimating basal surfaces using the lowest value within a window, E5, performs very447

poorly.448
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In Fig. 8a, results for εH initially appear to contradict the picture of sliding window449

filters performing less well. Where the windowed filters are better than the interpolations450

(i.e., in E3 and E4), however, this is due to coherent errors: clutter, when present,451

artificially raises the estimated basal surface reducing the height overestimate caused by452

the clutter. Two errors performing in concert, however, are unlikely to do so reliably453

or give a more accurate estimate of drumlin morphology. So, sliding window filters are454

confirmed as typically performing less well.455

Before discounting windowed filters, they were tested in conjunction with the cookie-456

cutter approach. E6 is a hybrid, where windowed median filters fill as much of the cut-out457

holes as their width permits, with the remainder filled using a fully tensioned spline. Even458

with additional complexity, this performs minimally better than the interpolations in E1459

and E2. In short, extrapolation errors due to anomalous heights (e.g., trees) immediately460

outside drumlins’ outlines are better mitigated by forcing a shorter path across the data461

gap by high spline tension or direct interpolation than attempting to statistically detect462

a regional trend in a variable landscape with a high spatial density of drumlins.463

It is now necessary to verify that the observations above remain valid in conjunction464

with decluttering. Figs. 8c and d (E7 to E9) demonstrate that even simple methods465

to remove clutter improve εH dramatically for all variants on pure interpolation (spline466

and triangulation), but also removes the coherent height errors (E9 vs. E4 for w � 100467

m). The interpolations perform a little better than the best sliding window filter, and468

are not dependant upon selection of a particular size scale, making them less subject to469

user-defined choices. As such, they are superior. Also note that decluttering degrades470

volume estimations (Table 1), consistent with the initial detailed comparison (Fig. 5b,d).471
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With the interpolations (i.e., spline and triangulation) identified as the two best alter-472

natives, decluttering is objectively explored in Fig. 8e and f. The filter width used for473

simple decluttering is varied. Firstly, this confirms that overall, but by a small amount,474

the accuracy of triangulation exceeds a spline. The biggest difference is where triangu-475

lation better estimates volumes with no decluttering i.e., on NEXTMap’s DSM. Note,476

however, that the difference is commonly within the random variability remaining in the477

experiment. The scatter of results from the 10 individual synthetic DEMs are shown478

(grey lines), illustrating this and justifying the use of multiple DEMs to stabilise results.479

Secondly, the results confirm that V is best estimated with minimal decluttering, whilst480

H needs it at approximately the value visually selected by Hillier and Smith [2012], also481

confirming the robustness of conclusions drawn from E7 to E9. The most accurate de-482

cluttering filter is not demonstrably different from the 60 m wide one proposed by Hillier483

and Smith [2012] and used in Fig. 8c and d. NEXTMap’s DSM is the scenario with no484

decluttering, and NEXTMap’s DTM is most closely matched by a 110 m wide median485

filter (Figs. 1 and 8).486

4.3. Detailed results for the best method

From Fig. 8 the most robust way to quantify drumlins is using triangulation with487

decluttering when estimating H, but without for V : E8 and E2, respectively. For H,488

60-100 m wide filters are of indistinguishable accuracy in this study area, so 60 m is taken489

as ‘best’ on the precautionary principle that smaller spatial filters cause least distortion490

and for ease of comparison with Fig. 8c. The purpose of Fig. 9 is to unpack the single ε491

values used to arrive at this conclusion, and to verify that minimising this quantity has492

achieved what was required in this study (Section 3.3.3).493
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Fig. 9 shows the associated recoveries for both individual drumlins and population494

metrics for the ‘best’ method. Errors for individual drumlins are still substantial but a495

comparison, for instance of Fig. 5b with Fig. 9c, demonstrates an improvement; the496

modal peak around correct recoveries is taller and more tightly constrained. Importantly,497

the modal peaks are centred on 1.0 so the tendency is to recover values correctly, large498

and small drumlins are extracted similarly, and errors are approximately symmetrical499

so that mean quantities are estimated acceptably. Systematic errors still exist in the500

estimated population parameters (i.e., mean H), but they are smaller and within the501

range of statistical variation, if only just (Fig. 9b,d). This is an achievement within a502

hilly, partially wooded area subject to significant anthropogenic influence.503

5. Discussion

The results generated in this paper contribute directly to a discussion of how best to504

quantify drumlins, and potentially more generally glacial bedforms, as a precursor to using505

this information to understand the properties of flow in past ice sheets.506

The numerical results show that the most robust way to quantify manually digitised507

drumlins in the presence of clutter is to remove data within the outline [Smith et al., 2009],508

and then to use triangulation [e.g., Spagnolo et al., 2011] to interpolate across the hole,509

decluttering the DSM [Spagnolo et al., 2011; Hillier and Smith, 2012] when estimating510

H but not when estimating V . This is therefore the recommended general quantification511

protocol, distinct from the more specific parameters and techniques in the single best512

method.513

It may seem counterintuitive that different approaches are needed for the connected514

properties H and V when the drumlin being measured and DEM remain the same. The515
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explanation lies in systematic biases. Unlike random biases these are not alleviated at all516

by an increased number of observations in large datasets [e.g., Clark et al., 2009]. For H517

the vast majority of clutter (e.g., trees) rise upwards from the surface of the solid Earth518

causingH to be systematically overestimated since only one object such as a tree is needed519

to distort the measurement. Also, trees’ and drumlins’ heights are of the same magnitude520

(e.g., 1b). So, for H, the need to remove clutter dominates, even if it is not completely521

removed (Fig. 9b). Volumes, however, are systematically underestimated after current,522

imperfect decluttering (Fig. 5d): Input V̄ of 11.4× 104 m3 is recovered as 9.5± 0.09× 104523

m3(2σ). This is because the volumes of clutter are typically substantially less than those524

of drumlins and height is pushed outside drumlins’ outlines as decluttering smooths the525

topography, clearly seen where there is minimal visible clutter (Fig. 1).526

In essence the cookie cutter approach succeeds because the information provided by527

manual digitisation is more powerful than simple statistical approaches using sliding win-528

dow filters. A perfectly known outline more effectively prevents extraneous features con-529

taminating the drumlin’s basal surface. This highlights one of the assumptions of this530

analysis, that errors in mapped outlines are small. This is not necessarily the case (e.g.,531

Fig. 1), but procedures are employed to maintain consistency and minimise bias [e.g.,532

Smith and Clark , 2005; Hughes et al., 2010].533

Specifically regarding the best method, triangulation performs better than splines be-534

cause it interpolates across the gap by the shortest paths, giving minimum weight to535

height anomalies immediately outside drumlins’ outlines, to which interpolation is very536

sensitive (e.g., Smith et al. [2009] or Fig. 14 of Hillier and Smith [2012]). Untensioned537

splines follow the gradients immediately outside the boundary, are strongly influenced by538
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anomalies such as trees, and so do not best estimate H and V . Tensioned splines miti-539

gate this, preventing unrealistic deviations, and triangulation is in effect the limiting case540

of this tensioning. This said, the difference between triangulation and a fully-tensioned541

spline is small and only just distinguishable (Fig. 8e,f), so using either remains a valid542

option.543

5.1. Scope of the guidelines

The results in this analysis are based on a single case study in Scotland. Are the544

guidelines formed from them generally applicable? Several lines of argument combine545

to suggest that they probably are. At least, in the absence of comparable studies on546

other areas or for other subglacial bedforms, they constitute a current best-assessment for547

subglacial bedforms in general.548

Firstly, do they apply to DTM data sets created using NEXTMap’s proprietary de-549

cluttering algorithm in the study area? This was assessed by applying the best method550

(Section 4.3) to real drumlins (i.e., Fig. 2). Values of H and V recovered from the real551

landscape (n = 178) for simple decluttering as in E7 to E9 and that of NEXTMap are sim-552

ilar, giving r2 values of 0.76 and 0.97 respectively, both significant correlations (p � 0.01).553

Also, size histograms have closely matching forms, and standard metrics such as mean554

recovered volumes are close: V̄r = 1.00 ± 0.16 × 105 m3(1σ) for simple decluttering and555

0.85±0.16×105 m3(1σ) for NEXTMap. This, insensitivity of results to filter widths in the556

range 50-100 m (Fig. 8e), and the ability of simple filters to closely replicate NEXTMap’s557

DTM in a given locality (Fig. 1b), allow us to propose that the results of this study area558

are applicable to analyses based upon NEXTMap’s multi-scale proprietary filter.559
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Secondly, is the case study area exactly representative, and if not does this alter the560

conclusions? This lowland area is considered to be a useful test site for its variety: the561

terrain ranges from hilly to flat, and non-glacial clutter varys in its width-scale and spatial562

density; drumlins are of two ages, differently affected by post-formational alteration, and563

are both topographically prominent and subtle; and although thinner (Fig. 6c) heights564

of the synthetic drumlins [Smith et al., 2009; Hillier and Smith, 2012] closely resemble565

those of UK drumlins in general [Clark et al., 2009; Spagnolo et al., 2012] (Fig. 6b).566

Thus, it appears that both the guidelines and, more specifically, the best method may567

apply reasonably well to UK drumlins generally with the caveat that different optimal568

decluttering widths likely exist for focussed studies on different sub-regions.569

Despite appearing representative, however, it is possible that the area is not so. For570

instance hillier, more challenging areas can be proposed (e.g., Wensleydale, UK [Fig. 11.15571

of Benn and Evans , 2010]). The pertinent question is therefore whether or not this could572

alter the guidelines. Neither choices about the use of the cookie-cutter nor basal surface573

estimation method are senstive to decluttering (Section 4.2, Fig. 8a-d). So, in these574

respects it does not matter if clutter in the study area is exactly representative. With575

regard to the recommendations on decluttering, consider a locality with little clutter.576

Less severe decluttering measures could be used, which may distort the DTM less but577

a single tree would still produce a height overestimation, and currently available filters578

would cause some error in volume estimation. The same is true, but in the opposite sense,579

for areas overprinted by more clutter. So, the guidance given holds, up to the limiting580

case of no clutter or the design and verification of decluttering filters that cause minimal581

distortion. Hillier landscapes are more challenging for sliding window filters, but will least582
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affect the semi-automated methods using interpolations as they rely only on heights at the583

manually identified outlines. So, the guidance also holds more generally in this respect.584

Finally, note that the guidance applies to studies including large numbers of drumlins as585

well as detailed studies. The systematic biases, for instance in population means, do not586

reduce with large numbers of observations [e.g., Spagnolo et al., 2012] like random errors587

do. The guidance mitigates but probably does not eliminate this issue. Fig. 9 illustrates588

that some level of systematic bias likely remains in most analyses of the 3D parameters589

of drumlins, even when an appropriate 3D quantification approach is used. Researchers590

should therefore remain aware of the possibility.591

5.2. Future possibilities

The strength and weakness of the cookie-cutter type methods, found to be superior592

here, is their reliance on manually digitised outlines. Object, or vector, based approaches593

to automated landform delineation, suggested for drumlins by Pike [1995] may overcome594

this. Irvin et al. [1997] first attempted automated delineation, and uses of the multi-595

resolution segmentation algorithm of Baatz and Schäpe [2000] have been most successful596

[Dragut and Eisank , 2011; Saha et al., 2011]. Through these, approaches based on other597

geomorphometric quantities such as curvature [e.g., Rutzinger et al., 2012] or wavelets598

[Kalbermatten et al., 2012; Hillier , 2008], or developments in related fields [e.g., Wessel ,599

1998; Behn et al., 2004; Hillier and Watts , 2004], it may be possible to progress to fully au-600

tomated techniques. An important caution is that even automated techniques ultimately601

rest on some level of subjective parameterisation, although methods are being developed602

to minimise this [e.g., Anders and Seijmonsbergen, 2011]. An alternative approach might603

be to manually map synthetic DEMs in order to investigate accuracies, recovery rates,604
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distortions, and what is performed consistently. Perhaps this may even lead to agreement605

on the exact morphological definitions of particular bedforms. In general, numerous pos-606

sibilities can be imagined for designing synthetic landscapes to assess methods for various607

glacial bedforms.608

6. Conclusions

This work aims to provide practical recommendations for the mapping and quantifica-609

tion of drumlins; in particular, which semi-automated approach most robustly estimates610

heights and volumes, where ‘robust’ refers to insensitivity to outliers or biases. Using611

synthetic DEMs, it provides the first objective, reproducible, assessment of methods to612

optimise DEMs for the estimation of drumlins’ heights and volumes.613

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of semi-automated 3D quan-614

tification techniques applied to statistically representative synthetic landscapes:615

1. Decluttering substantially affects measures of drumlin populations such as mean H616

and V for better and worse, respectively.617

2. General guidelines to best quantify drumlins can be proposed. Specifically inter-618

preters should i) declutter the DSM if estimating H but not V before ii) removing heights619

within the drumlin, then iii) interpolating to estimate a basal surface using Delaunay620

triangulation.621

3. Researchers quantifying the 3D characteristics of drumlins should be aware of sys-622

tematic biases, which will probably affect most analyses to some extent even when the623

best methods are used.624
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Whilst this study examines drumlins for a single study area in Scotland indications are625

that it is more widely applicable. At least, in the absence of studies on other areas or626

glacial bedforms, it constitutes a current best-assessment for glacial bedforms in general,627

albeit with the caveat that not all sources of error are accounted for here (e.g., mapping628

error). This analysis is also an example of the use of synthetic landscapes as a diagnostic629

tool in geomorphology for assessing otherwise intractable questions.630
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Figure 1. Effect of decluttering. a) Plan view of a sub-region of the study area locating

the profile in b) (thick black line A-B). Underlying DEM is the DSM of NEXTMap.

Black lines are drumlin outlines as mapped by Smith et al. [2006] (Fig. 2). White lines

are outlines mapped by Clark et al. [2009], digitised from their Fig. 4, but only displayed

where they are immediately proximal to the profile. b) Profile across the drumlins. Solid

black line is the DSM, underlain by a manual determination of a basal surface based upon

it (black dashed line). NEXTMap’s DTM (grey line) is similar to the output of a best

fitting (see text) 110 m wide sliding median filter (dashed grey line). Application of a

500 m wide median filter to the DSM is shown (dotted line) to illustrate errors that may

occur for sliding window filters (e.g., in E3). Interpretations of drumlin locations from the

profiles are denoted in the form ‘D1’ and are shaded black or grey to match the relevant

elevation data.
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Figure 2. Location maps: a) The study area is located at the white star (4°28’ W, 56°02’

N). Countries are: England (En), Scotland (Sc), Ireland (Ir). Coastlines of both seas and

major inland water bodies are shown. b) Study area, with main geomorphic features of

interest highlighted; drumlins (black outlines), rivers (grey), water (grey shade). Dashed

line separates drumlins of Younger Dryas (YD) and Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) ages

[Smith et al., 2006] to its west and east, respectively. Arrows indicate approximate ice

flow trends in the LGM [Sissons , 1967] and YD [Rose, 1987]. Box indicates the extent of

Fig. 1. Map coordinates are of the British National Grid.
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Figure 3. Idealised profiles to illustrate the process used to create synthetic DEMs

[Hillier and Smith, 2012]. Glacial landscapes can contain three ‘components’: drumlins

(dark grey shade), a large-scale regional slope, and non-glacial ‘clutter’ (light grey shade).

a) Upper and lower surfaces of a drumlin are estimated to define it; dotted and dashed

lines. It is then removed (height subtracted) from the measured DEM; solid line. After

this, in b), Gaussian shaped drumlins, arbitrarily two in this example, are inserted (height

added) to create the synthetic DEM. Critically, idealised drumlins are located randomly

with respect to the causes of measurement error, noise and regional trends.

B2

B1

D

d d

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of heights in DEM (grey) retained for basal surface

estimation of a drumlin, D. Applies for all experiments, except those where all data

were retained (E3 to E5). d are other nearby drumlins, whose exclusion or otherwise is

significant for windowed filters (E3 to E6, E9). B1 is buffer ≥ B2, extended to half the

width of any windowed filter used to avoid edge effects. B2 is a buffer to ensure that

data completely encircles D, set at 20 m after Smith et al. [2009]. Further explanation of

experiments in Section 3.3.4.
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Figure 5. Recoveries of individual H and V . a) and b) method of Smith et al. [2009],

i.e. without decluttering (EB). c) and d) equivalent method including simple decluttering

[E7, t = 1.0]. Panels are histograms of recovered values, Hr or Vr, binned as a fraction

of known values within the synthetic DEMs, Hin or Vin. Dashed lines indicate correct

recovery; i.e., Vr/Vin = 1 at Vr = Vin. Circle is mean ratio, with bar of ±2.96MAD

(95% of data) used to estimate ±2σ as some extreme outliers exist. Grey bars are for all

drumlins, and black bars are for only large (L >500 m) drumlins.
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Figure 6. Empirical probability density functions for drumlin size, displayed on semi-

log plots. a) H for synthetic drumlins as input (black) and recovered (grey), minimising ε

for sliding median filters (solid grey, E9, w = 260) and interpolation using triangulation

(dotted grey, E8), and selecting a mean Vr/Vin near 1.0 for median filters (dashed grey,

E9, w = 100). The latter doubles the rate at which the prevalence of drumlins drops off

with increasing size i.e., λ goes from ∼ 0.2 to ∼ 0.4. b) and c) Comparison between H

and W for the study site (black) and the UK (grey) [Clark et al., 2009; Spagnolo et al.,

2012], respectively. Dots are binned data; as input data in a) and so are not shown in

there. Number of underlying data are indicated, in shades matching curves, on individual

panels. See Hillier et al. [2013] for justification of, and calculation method for, semi-log

plots and parameters λ (exponent) and φ (mode).
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Figure 7. Reliability of recovering population parameter mean height, H̄r, for n = 173;

a) without decluttering and b) with ‘simple decluttering’, 60 m wide median filter. Light

grey bar is input height, compared to recoveries from the 10 synthetic DEMs (grey dots)

whose mean and range (±2σ) is displayed by the black dot and bar. Results from EB

and E7, with t = 1 (Fig 8, Table 1).
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Figure 8. Results of error analysis from numerical experiments (Table 1). a) εH for

height and b) εV for volume when a DSM is used without decluttering. Baseline for

comparison is the method of Smith et al. [2009], EB (star). Grey lines are the errors

for size estimates using sliding window filters with variable window widths (grey x-axis

scale). Without cookie-cutter approach: E3 median (solid grey); E4 mean (dashed grey);

E5 lowest (dotted grey). With cookie-cutter: E6 median (dot-dash grey). Black lines

are scale-independent filters (black x-axis scale): bi-cubic spline is the solid line (E1);

Delaunay triangulation is the white dot (E2) arbitrarily placed at t = 0.5. c) and d) are

as a) and b), but decluttered with a 60 m median filter. e) and f) further investigate

decluttering for more accurate techniques. Filter width is window size for decluttering

using in conjunction with either a bi-cubic spline (black dashed line; E11) or triangulation

(black line; E12). Grey lines are from each of the ten individual DEMs for E12, and

white circles are median (±1 MAD) of these. Squares are for NEXTMap’s DSM, and

most analogous filter to its DTM (Fig. 1), respectively.
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Figure 9. Recoveries of H and V for individual drumlins using the ‘best’ practical

quantification method, E8 and E2 respectively: a cookie-cutter type approach, using

triangulation, with and without decluttering using a 60 m wide median filter respectively.

a) and c) are recoveries of individuals, with details as Fig. 5. b) and d) are recoveries of

mean H and V respectively, with details as Fig. 7.
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